
But That’s Too Hard!

Many of the hardest-looking Math questions contain fairly basic concept that are wrapped
in confusing phrasing and unnecessary words. Using key strategies will make many of
these questions a breeze!

 • Read the Final Question — First, read and underline the question that’s  actually 
          being asked. This will keep you from getting lost in the problem and help you start          
          figuring out how to use the information you’re given.
    
     •  Plugging In — When a question contains variables or relationships, make it easier   
           by plugging In numbers for some or all of the variables:
        •     Identify the variable(s). What would it be really helpful to have a value for?
   •     Plug In a number for said variable(s)!
   •     Work the steps of the problem.
   •     The answer you get is your Target Value. Circle it.
   •      Plug the number into your answer choices, eliminating anything that 
                           doesn’t give you the Target Value. Be sure to check all four answers!
 
• Plugging In The Answers — When a question asks you to find a specific value and the 

answers are listed in numerical order, it’s often easier and always more accurate to Plug 
In The Answers (PITA) instead of working through the problem. This especially goes 
for word problems—sure, you can set up an equation… but what if you set it up wrong? 
You’re toast! To avoid losing points to minor errors, start with the answers and work 
backward:

   1.    Label the answer choices—what value does the question ask you to find?       
   2.   Start with one of the middle answer choices (unless the question asks for 
                          the greatest or least value, in which case start at that end).
   3.   Work through the steps of the problem using Bite-Sized Pieces.
   4.   Eliminate answers that are too big or too small.
   5.    When an answer works, STOP.

• Bite-Sized Pieces — Don’t get overwhelmed by long questions packed with 
     information! After you RTFQ, look for the pieces of information that are actually 
     important, such as values or relationships; underline or circle them so you can 
     separate them from anything unnecessary. Then work the question one step at a time. 

Write down your work, and don’t worry about the next piece until you’ve figured out 
the one you’re dealing with. Also, keep an eye on your answer choices—you’ll often see 
some to eliminate as you go through each step.
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To get the answers, be sure to join our free 
SAT® Night Live on December 17,  2018 at 7 PM EST.

PrincetonReview.com/SATNightLive
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